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the invention relates to calculating machines Any invention which

at 7e Selected for illust3'ao

of the motor driven type for performing opera tion in the drawings accompanying and forming
tions in addition, subtraction, multiplication and part of the present specification.

in said drawings, i have shown one form, of
mechanism embodying my invention, but it is to 68
be understood that I do not limit, myself to such
iform, since the invention, as set forth in Gle
key introduces a value corresponding to the claims, may be ermbodied in a plurality of forES.
. .' '
Funera on the key into the rotatable actuator Refering to Said dra Wings:
0 and rotation of the actuator serves to transfer Figure i is a vertical section through a portion 36
of a calculating
machine embodying my inven
these waiues into the counter or register, to ef tion,
showing the means for controlling the rota
fect the calculating operation. The values in
of the actuator and the direction of rotation
troduced into the actuator are transmitted, on tion
the nurserai. Wheels.
rotation of the actuator to the figure discs of the of Figure
2 is a vertical section through a portion. o
i5 register, which, for the purpose of making direct
action of the selected values on the figure discs of the machine showing the actuato, and tie
division.

5
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The calculating machine comprises a rotary
actuator and a plurality of keys for introducing
values into the actuator. The depression of a

of highest value possible, is disposed in parallel
displaceable relation to the axis of the actuator.
The register comprises a series of numeral wheels
which are mounted on a carriage which is dis
placeable transversely of the calculating ma
chine, with respect to the actuator.
The present invention relates to a calculating
machine adapted to perform the four rules cal
culations by the use of a rotary actuator having
a uni-directional cycle of operation. Additive or
Subtractive movement of the numeral wheels in
performing calculating operations of different
Sigri is controlled and effected by the manipula
tion of intermediate gears, disposed between the

mechanism for transferring values from the aca
tuator to the nunara. Wheels.

. Figure 3 is a vertical section through a portioIO

of the machine showing the tens carrying mecia

anism aSSOciated with One numers wheei,
Figure 4 is

g

Section taken on the line 4-4.

Figure
Figure 5 is a diagrammatic representatiox. 3
the driving mechanism for the actuato.
The invention relates to a moto driver cai

culating machine and particularly to a calcuializag

machine having an actuator having a uni-direc
tional cycle of operation. The machine is ig
vided with positive and negative operation keys,
30
depression of either key serving to cause rotation
actuator and the numeral wheels.
the actuator in the same direction, depression
An' object of the invention is to provide a cal of
the positive key Serving to cause rotation C:
Cuiating machine in which positive or negative of
numeral wheels in a positive direction of
calculations are initiated and effected by the se the
direction and depression of the negative
lective depression of a key, without reversing the additive
key serving to cause rotation of the nursera
direction bf rotation of the actuator.
Another object of the invention is to provide wheels in a negative or subtractive direction. The
a calculating machine provided with an actua positive key is used primarily in perforning "ob
lems in addition and multiplication and the neg
tor having a unidirectional cycle of operation, ative
key is used primarily for p2itorizag pro
40 with means selectively operable by a single man
liai stroke to initiate and effect an additive or lens in substraction and division, althouga in

s
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subtractive movement of the numeral wheels. short cut multiplication, the negative key is also
A further object of the invention is to provide,
in a calculating machine, a rotary unitary actu The present machine iristides a suitable frane,
lsed.

45 ator having a single series of tens carrying mem
bers, operative both on addition and subtractive
operations, whereby the number of numerical
orders in the actuator may be increased to sub
stantially twice the number possible in a ma-.
50 chine having two series of tens carrying mem

-

within which the various instrumentalities of the
calculating machine are arranged. Many of these

instrumentalities are fully disclosed in my United
States Letters Patent Number 1,643,723 of Sep
tember 27, 1927, to which reference is 283's337 asade

- for a complete disclosure of those features of the 835

calculating machine which are not specifically
Tie invention possesses other advantageous disclosed in this application. These features
features, some of which with the foregoing will relate principally to the arrangement and co
be set forth at length in the following descrip struction of the keyboard, the means for intró
55 tion, where I shall outline in full that form of ducing values into the actuator by the depres
V

O

2

O
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sion of the keys, the construction of the product riphery of the cylindrical housing 16. When the
register and the quotient register, the means for actuator is stopped in full cycle position, the foot
moving the carriage, the means for resetting the i8 is pressed into the housing and the pawl 17
registers to zero and those other features which removed from engagement with the ratchet wheel
are required to produce a complete calculating 5. Means are provided for controlling the move
ment of the pawl 17 to engage and disengage the
machine.
. . . .. .
The present machine includes a rotary actu clutch and also to stop the actuator in full cycle
Pivoted within the machine is a clutch
ator, into which values are introduced by the de position.
pression of the keys of the keyboard. The actu lever 21 having a projection 22 on its rear end
ator comprises a series of units mounted on a which is adapted to engage the foot 18 to disen
driving shaft and these units are of substantially gage the clutch from the actuator in full cycle
the same construction as disclosed in my afore position. The clutch lever is normally held in
said patent, with the exception, that since the -clutch disengaging position, as shown in Figure i,
present actuator is unidirectional in operation, by the Spring 23. Means are provided for mov
only one series of tens carrying pins is required, ing the clutch lever 21 to control the rotation of
whereas, in the reversible actuator of the afore the actuator. Arranged on the machine, adja
said patent, two series of tens carrying pins cent the keyboard, is a positive registration key

were required. Each actuator unit comprises an 24, and a negative registration key 25, depression

ordinal registration member consisting of the of either key serving to move the clutch control

O slide 3 provided on One end with a toothed rack lever 21 to cause engagement of the clutch. The 95

4, the slide 3 being mounted on a wheel which is keys 24 and 25 are normally held in elevated po

secured to the actuator shaft 5. Rotatably sition by the springs 26 and 27 and are preferably

30

mounted on the shaft 5, and comprising a por
tion of each actuator unit, is a settable cam
member 6 which is selectively set by the depres
sion of a key to determine the time of projec
tion of the slide 3 and thereby the extent of its
operation on the intermediate wheels and conse
quently the value which is introduced into the
numeral wheel by the rotation of the actuator
unit. The wheel 7 on which the slide 3 is mount

freely retractable so that when pressure thereon
is released the depressed key is immediately re
turned to elevated position. The stem 31 of the OC
key 24 is provided with an extension 32 carrying

transfer lever to inoperative position after a tens
carry. The series of transfer pins 8 on the suc
cessive wheels 7 which comprise the actuator, are
successively spaced apart circumferentially, so
that they lie in a spiral, so that the successive
pins come into operation on the successive nu
meral wheels during a tens carrying operation

lever 34 underlies a pin or stud 38 in the end of
rocking lever 34 being spaced somewhat fron the
stud 38, to provide lost motion, so that the initial
downward movement of either key 24 or 25 will

of the respective numeral wheels. By virtue of
the fact that only a single series of tens carrying
pins is required this series may extend around
the entire arc of the actuator, except that por
tion occupied by the ordinal registration men
ber 4, so that consequently a larger number of
tens carrying pins may be provided on the ac

will be set forth hereinafter.

a pin or stud 33 which overlies one end of the
rocking lever 34. Similarly, the stem 35 of the
key 25 is provided with an extension 36 carrying

a stud 37 which overlies the same end of the

rocking lever 34, and is disposed adjacent the
ed, is provided with a tens carrying pin 8 which is stud 33, so that depression of either key 24 or 25
arranged for cooperation with the transfer lever produces substantially the same rocking nove
9, and with a restoring can 12 for restoring the ment of the lever 34. At its rearward end the

tuator, than would be possible where it is neces

sary to provide two separate series of tens carry
ing pins, as is necessary in a reversible actuator.
On account of this fact, it is therefore possible
to provide a greater number of transfer pins,

105

the clutch lever 21, the adjacent portion of the

not cause movement of the clutch control lever.

the reason for the provision of this lost motion
Depression of either of the keys 24 or 25 for.

their full stroke, rocks the clutch control lever.
21 to move the projection 22 out of the path of
the foot 18. On the pawl 1, when the foot is in

its extended position, so that the clutch remains
in engagement as long as either of the keys 24
or 25 is held depressed. Upon release of either
key, the projection 22 drops back into contact
with the periphery of the housing 16, so that it 12
lies in the path of the foot 18 and, when the foot
contacts with the projection, due to the rotation

and since there is one pin mounted on each ac of the housing, the projection drops into the
30
actuator having a greater number of units, there 18, and rocks the pawl 17 to cause disengagement
by permitting the machine to be made of much of the clutch. The clutch housing 16, being se
to the actuator shaft 5 and the clutch
greater numerical capacity than machines hav cured
housing being stopped by the projection 22, the
fing a reversible actuator.
?he actuator is driven by an electric motor 13, projection serves to stop the actuator in full cy

tuator unit, it is thereby possible to provide an aperture in the housing, contacts with the foot

which is connected through suitable speed re cle position.
ducing gearing to the driving shaft 14. Arranged The numeral wheels 41, comprising the prod

between the driving shaft 14 and the actuator uct register are mounted in a carriage 42 which
shaft 5 is a clutch, by which the rotation of the is displaceable transversely of the frame of the
actuator is controlled. Secured to the driving. machine, to bring different numeral wheels into .
shaft 14 is a ratchet wheel 15 and secured to the cooperative relation with the respective actua 4.
actuator shaft 5 is a cylindrical clutch housing tor units. The numeral wheels 41 are mounted
member
16 which surrounds the ratchet wheel on a shaft 43 which is provided with means for
15. Pivoted within the clutch housing 6 is a resetting the numeral wheels to Zero, a suitable
O paw 17 which is movable into and out of en means for this purpose being shown in Enyafore 4.
gagement with the ratchet wheel 15, to cause said patent. On one side of each numeral wheel
engagement, and disengagement of the clutch. is secured a gear or toothed wheel 44 having ten
The pawl 17 is provided with a foot 18 which, teeth corresponding to the number of figures

when the pawl is in engagement with the ratchet

on the face of the numeral wheel. Each numeral

Ts wheel, extends through an aperture in the per wheel is provided with a detent 45 engaging the

1,949,740
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toothed wheel 44 to prevent overthrow of the
numeral wheel and to properly position the nu
meral wheel. On the other side, each numeral
wheel is provided with a pin or stud 46, which
cooperates with the transfer lever in the usual
manner, to transfer values to the numeral wheel
of next higher Order.
Interposed between the actuator and the nu
meral wheels is a series of main intermediate
gears 47, each gear being independently rotat
ably mounted on a shaft 48, secured in the frame
of the machine. The main intermediate gears
47 respectively lie in the plane of the actuator
units or in the planes of the ordinal registration
members 4, so that on rotation of the actuator,
the Selected Ordinal registration members en
gage the respective main intermediate gears.
The tooth pitch of the main intermediate gears
is the same as the tooth pitch of the Ordinal
registration member 4 and is the same as the
tooth pitch of the toothed wheels 44 associated
With the numeral wheels.

3

main intermediate gears 47 but in the drawings,
I have shown the detents 57 associated with the
series of gears 55. Due to this arrangement, the
main intermediate gear 47 will rock with the
frame 49, bringing the center line of a tooth on 80
the main intermediate gear 47 into the plane con

taining the axes of the shafts 5 and 48, so that
there will be proper meshing of the teeth on the

ordinal registration members 4 with the teeth on
the main intermediate gear 47. If the detents 85
are associated with the gears 47, then these gears
must be arranged so that in their normal position,

the center line of a tooth lies in the plane of the

axes of the shafts 5 and 48.

It has been seen therefore, that the direction

of movement of the numeral wheels, that is either

an additive or subtractive movement thereof is

determined by the rocking of the frame 49. This
frame normally lies in neutral position, that is,

with neither of the gears 54 or 56 in mesh with 95

the toothed wheels 44, and means are provided

Whereby the initial depression of one of the keys

Pivoted on the shaft 48 is a rocking frame 49 24 or 25 rocks the frame 49 to establish the Se
Which includes the three transverse shaftS 51, lected driving connection, in advance of the en
52 and 53. Freely, rotatably mounted on the gagement of the clutch. Pinned on a shaft 61 is 00

shafts 51, 52 and 53 are two sets of Subsidiary a bell crank lever 62 provided with an elongated
intermediate gears which serve to transmit eye 63 in which is disposed a pin 64 secured to the
movement from the main intermediate gears to
the numeral wheels and to determine the di
rection of movement of the numeral. Wheels.
Mounted on shaft 5l is a series of Subsidiary,

frare 49 so that as the lever 62 is rocked, the
frame 49 is rocked. Associated with the stems of

the keys 24 and 25 and pivotally nounted inter 105
in ediate the stems of these keys is a rock lever 65

intermediate gears 54, meshing with the main which is connected at its rear end to the bell
intermediate gears 47 and normally lying Out of crank ever 62 by the link 66. The stems 3 and

the path of the numeral wheels 41 in their move 35 of the keys 24 and 25 are provided on their

35
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ment due to the transverse movement of the car iower ends with pins 67 and 68 which overlie the
riage. The wheels 54 are adapted, upon rocking rocking lever 65 at equal distances from its full
of the frame 49, to be moved into mesh with crum, so that depression of key 24 rocks the lever
the toothed wheels 44 of the numeral Wheels. 65 to 2'aise its rear end and depression of key 25
Loosely, rotatably mounted on the shaft 52 is rocks the lever 65 to depress its rear end. The
a series of subsidiary, intermediate gears 55 mesh spacing of the pins or Studs 67 and 68 from the
ing with the main intermediate gears 4 and irocking ever 65 and the spacing of the pin 38 on
mounted on the shaft 53 is a series of freely ro the ciutch control lever 21 from the rocking lever
tatable subsidiary intermediate gears 56 which are 34 is Such that the rocking lever 65 is moved to its
in mesh with the intermediate gears 55. The extreme position in either direction, bringing the
intermediate gears 56 normally lie out of the pati Selected series of subsidiary intermediate gears
of the numeral wheels in their movement, due to into nesh with the numeral wheel gears 44, in
transverse movement of the carriage, and upon advance of the engagement of the clutch.
rocking movement of the frame, are moved into
liteans are provided for holding the Selected
mesh with the toothed wheels 44 on the numeral Series of Siosidiary intermediate gears in engage
wheels.

Sea. With he toothed wheels 44 until the actua

The frame 49 is normally held in neutral posi to is stopped in full cycle position, or until the
tion, with both series of gears 54 and 56 out of actuatios' Reaches full cycle position. For this
the transverse path of movement of the numeral purpose, the ciutch control lever 21 is provided
wheels 41. Upon rocking the frame 49 in one dia With an extension 7; having two seats 72 and
rection, intermediate gears 54 mesh with the 3 tierein "which are adapted to receive a pin 74 30
toothed wheels 44 and upon rocking the frame in secured to the 3rocking lever 65 and thereby hold
the opposite direction, the intermediate gears 56 the lever 65 is selected, adjusted position, in the
mesh with the toothed wheels 44. Due to the fact event that the operating key 24 or 25 has been
that one set of subsidiary, intermediate gears con released, until the clutch lever 21 moves to ciutch
tains one series of gears 54 which directly estab disengaging position. Ethe rocking lever 65 is 35
ish driving relation from the gears 47 to the normally neid in neutral or central position and
gears 44 and that the other set of subsidiary, in is returned to neutral position, by the centraliz
termediate gears comprises the two series of gears ing ever 6 Winica is provided with a double can
55 and 56, through both of which a driving con Starface pressed into engagement with a pin 77
nection is established between the intermediate On the lever 65 oy the spring 78.
Due to the ari'angement of the intermediate
gears 47 and the toothed wheels 44, the numerai
Wheels are rotated in One direction when the gears With respect to the numeral wheels, and to
frame is rocked in One direction and the numeral the fact that the intermediate gears are mounted
wheels are moved in the opposite direction when On the frame and are not movable transversely
the frame is rocked in the other direction.
with the carriage, the construction of the trans
Detents must be provided for preventing free fer mechanism presented a novel problem. This
rotation of the gears 47, 54, 55 and 56, and, since has been solved by forming the transfer lever in
all of these gears are always in mesh, the detents two parts, One part being associated with the
may be associated with any one of the series of numeral wheels and mounted on the carriage and

gears. These detents may be associated with the the other part being associated with the actuator 50

4
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and mounted within the frame of the machine. directional cycle of operation, two Series of in

Since in the present construction, these two parts
aire Superposed, a shal refer to One part as the
upper transfer lever and to the other part as the
5 lower transfer lever, but is it to be understood,
however, that these two parts will function in
the same nanner in any oriented position.
Monted on a shaft 3i arranged in the carriage
and individually held in iaised position by Spring
0. pressed bails 82, is a series of upper transfer
lejer's 83, one lever being associated with eachi
nunneral wheel. The transfer lever is provided

termediate gears disposed between the Olimera
Wheels and the actualitol and noi'inally lying Ol:t.
f the transverse path of novement of the Inti
meral wheels, and selectively operable means for
coiaanecting the motor to tile actuator and naOWig

a selected series of interediate gear's iO ent
gagement with the numera. Wheels.
A. in a notor drive. Calculating machine, a

transversely displaceable carriage, revcisible nu- st

Ineral wheels alounted on Said carriage, 2n. 3Ct, E
a, its for Ward end with a double cair 84. Winic. tional cycie of operation, a series of for Ward drive
is engaged by the pin 46, when a transfer to the intern ediate gears and a Series of reverse driv
nurneral wheel of next nigher order is to be interinediate gears disposed between the actic
Yaade, to depress the upper transfer lever. Elis a to 2...d. the nineral. Wheels both Series Of gea.
posed ballow each upper transfer ever is a lower . Originally lying oit, of the tranSVe:S3 a
at Gir for the Enlineral wheels having a tini-litre C

transfer lever 85 which is suitably lounted on IoWexnent of the nunneral Winees, and Sciec,
a Shaft arranged Withis the fragine of the gia operabie sneans for ineving either set of iter.
cine, in the present instance the series of trans
iiate gear's into engagement with the S.L.I.C.C.S.
er levers 85 ceing independently ?ounted on the
a motor driven calculating 2.2, Chile,
3.versible in Urera wheels, an actuator therefo.
aving a tri-directional cycle of Operatioi, 3,
incved 3ransversely. The transfer leve's 85 a.
3. 5.
itch between the Sotor and tile actuator, two OC
anovabie firon raised to depressed position by the elies of intern ediate gears et Weer, the act... "
Earlsfer iewers 33 and, after line tens carry, are
returned to raised position by the restoring cans atted by depression of tine i.ey for engaging till,
3. C

12. The transfer lever 35 is restrained in either clutch and Emoving one set of intermediate gears,
its raised or depressed position by a Spring pressed into
operative relation. With the nu:21eral. Wheels
ball 8 carried by the transfer leve; and adapted 22nd Tea, is operative during the tinne inst the ...
to engage opposite sides of the shaft 48 whici actuator is out of fuli cycle pósition for holding
22.SSes through an elongated aperture in the
id set, of interraediate gaars in operative reis
ransfer ieves. In operation, the pir, 4.6 presses
... the numerai wheels.
tile transfer lever 33 and consequently the trans 3. i. 2, 20t03" driven calculating inachii.3

isys 25 to its depressed position, bringing the

cai surface S on the owe end of tine transfer

iewer into ille path of the train Sfer in 3. uring
rotation of the actuator, the ti?ansier pii. 3 rides
4.

4.3

Cyer tie can surface of ting iaisier ever no wing

sible inlineral Wileeis, an actuator therei
g & lini-directional cycie of operation, 2.
Ecn between tie Zioto and the actuato;', 3-, ing notic tira,InSnitting devices betwee

the Sinai internediate gear 4" of tile inuneral

Wisesi of re;xt, highe; ordie, one step and then, gy depression of time i:
the iovier transfer leve; and consequently the 2nd (lowing the notion tranSraitting Cievices i
ge: transfer ever are oil, restored to elevat Operative position &nd in eans operative tigon it,
Osition by tie restorizag cair. 12
3. Lili cycle gosit,
is ir);
: 2, hotor driven calculating in achine, ra
in Lineral Winees, &ctuating realins there

lia, wing 2 uni-direction2i cycle of operation, inserai vyaeels,

5.

in Xiaeans operable C initiate and effect, 2, Uzi-directional C:
Sion of noverner, for

a ringtor G tie Settaile transaissic:

giu2tor, control means for said citch, selective

,

ing 22a).S and Sai

Settable transmission inexhas between the ice, 733; Said ioto
and the nurnera, whesis, E.E.22ns Oger 2Citi'ol. 3:30ains the3e.

a. c - liator

5 3.

3.

able by a single manual Stroke to Set Said hein to the S3tting of Said transmission inenis's,
bei's and move said clutch controliing reber and Gleans operable as an incident to the oper.
aid aeans cooperating witin said controlling ation of said control ineans for faintaining said:
inerabar to hold the transiaission E: ein oers in YneRacers in aeir Seisctively set position.
Selectively set position.
8. in a, Enotor driven calculating achine, in
2. in a motor driven calicusiatizag achine, 3, (Yerai wheels, actuating means therefor', Seiei.
trainsjarsely displaceabie carriage, reversible tively Settable transi (ission means for deterrai:inserai "yees Inounted on Said carriage, ar). ing the effective direction of actuation of Sai

actuator for the numeral wheels inaving a uni in Eilera. Wheels by said actuating means, Control.
directional cycle of Operation, two Series of in nea. Ins therefor, a citici, means for effecting the

8

C
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terrediate gears disposed between the numeral
Wiheels arid the actuator and normally lying out
of the transverse path of movement of the Inti
nera. Wheels, and unitary means for controlling

clutcia, and neains controlled by said last nained

aeans for Iaintaining said control means ii) “A.
a, Selective controlling position during operation
of said clutch effecting aeans.
the connection of the motor to the actuator and
9. in a calculating machine, the combination
moving one series of intermediate gears into en of a set of numera wheels, a set of actuators

gagement with the numera wheels.
therefox", intermediate gears for transmitting
3. In a motor driven calculating machine, a movement from Said actuators to said numera

transversely displaceable carriage, reversibie Wheels, a transversely movable carriage support
numeral wheels mounted on said carriage, a ing Said numeral wheels, a swinging frame sup

actuator for the numerai wheels having a uni porting Said intermediate gears for movement i50

5
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into a position in the path of and into a posi from said registering mechanism, including

9
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tion out of the path of transverse movement of
Said numeral wheels, spring means for urging
Said frame into One of Said positions, and Con
trollable means for retaining it in the other of
Said positions.
10. In a calculating machine, a frame, a shift
able carriage carried thereon, registering mecha
nism mounted in said carriage, driving mecha
nism including a cyclic clutch mounted in said
frame, means for engaging said driving mecha
nism with said registering mechanism, and
means automatically operative upon disengage
ment of Said clutch for disengaging said driving
mechanism from Said registering mechanism to
permit shifting of said carriage.
11. In a calculating machine, a frame, a shift
able carriage carried thereon, registering mech
anism mounted in Said carriage, driving mechan
nism including a cyclic clutch mounted in said

means for preventing such action until said
clutch has completed a cycle of operation.

12. In a calculating machine, a frame, a shift
able carriage carried thereon, registering mecha
nism mounted in Said carriage, driving mecha

nism including a cyclic clutch mounted in said
frame, a clutch control lever movable to lock or

unlock said clutch, and means controlled by
Said lever, upon movement thereof to locking
position, for disengaging said driving mechanism

from said registering mechanism to permit shift

ing of Said carriage.

13. In a calculating machine, a frame, a shift
nism mounted in said carriage, driving mecha
nism including a cyclic clutch mounted in said
frame, a clutch control lever movable to engage
or disengage said clutch, and means controlled
able carriage carried thereon, registering mecha

by said lever, upon movement thereof to clutch 95

frame, means for engaging said driving mecha disengaging position, for disengaging Said driv
nism with said registering mechanism and caus ing mechanism from said registering mechanism
ing engagement of said clutch, and means auto to permit shifting of said carriage.
matically operative upon disengagement of Said
CARL. M. F. FRIDEN. 00
clutch for disengaging said driving mechanism

30
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